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If you walk into a If you walk into a 
modern 20modern 20thth century century 

hospital…hospital…



PETPET CTCT--ScanScan

MRIMRI InternetInternet



““If you want to understand today, If you want to understand today, 
you have to search yesterdayyou have to search yesterday.”.”

Pearl S. BuckPearl S. Buck
1938 Nobel laureate in literature1938 Nobel laureate in literature



RenaissanceRenaissance
Rise of the European intellectual Rise of the European intellectual 

powerhouses with modern scientific powerhouses with modern scientific 
methodologiesmethodologies



17 and 19 Centuries Greatest Scientific 17 and 19 Centuries Greatest Scientific 
achievements were Newtonian achievements were Newtonian 

Mechanics and Maxwell equations!Mechanics and Maxwell equations!



Maxwell EquationsMaxwell Equations Chopin NocturneChopin Nocturne



Maxwell equations give a complete Maxwell equations give a complete 
understanding of electromagnetic understanding of electromagnetic 

“radiation”“radiation”



Scientific and technological relevant Scientific and technological relevant 
to health issues in the 20to health issues in the 20thth centurycentury

• Smaller
• Colder

• Faster communications



SmallerSmaller
How to understand the How to understand the 

“micro“micro--world”?world”?



The hydrogen atom The hydrogen atom 
(~0.5 nm) cannot be (~0.5 nm) cannot be 

explained by Newtonian explained by Newtonian 
physicsphysics



EinsteinEinstein SchrödingerSchrödinger HeisenbergHeisenberg

BohrBohr DiracDirac PauliPauli





Quantum MechanicsQuantum Mechanics

gives rise to detailed gives rise to detailed 
understanding of the understanding of the 

micromicro--worldworld



A A highschoolhighschool student in 1993 in Chungstudent in 1993 in Chung--Li (Li (中中
壢壢) asked MIT’s Professor, the late) asked MIT’s Professor, the late--Herman Herman 

FeshbachFeshbach, the following provocative question : , the following provocative question : 
““Why should I study elementary particle Why should I study elementary particle 

physicsphysics?”?”



What this What this 
student is student is 

implying is that implying is that 
“isn’t “isn’t 

elementary elementary 
particle physics particle physics 
will not find me will not find me 

a job in the a job in the 
future?”future?”



“You should learn it “You should learn it 
because only then can because only then can 

you “trick” nature into you “trick” nature into 
doing something that doing something that 
could be beneficial for could be beneficial for 

humanity!”humanity!”



Dirac postulated the Dirac postulated the 
existence of the antiexistence of the anti--

matter of electrons and matter of electrons and 
Anderson Anderson 

experimentally found it!experimentally found it!





Our universe, including Our universe, including 
you and me, are made of you and me, are made of 

matter and not antimatter and not anti--
matter…matter…

If there is an unusual growth in the brain, If there is an unusual growth in the brain, 
there will be extra collection of electrons and there will be extra collection of electrons and 

not positrons!not positrons!



So to detect the unusual growth, So to detect the unusual growth, 
all you need to do is to shot all you need to do is to shot 

positrons into the brain, and if positrons into the brain, and if 
you see extra gamma rays you see extra gamma rays 

coming out, you can deduce that coming out, you can deduce that 
there must be something unusual there must be something unusual 

at the point in the brain…at the point in the brain…



This is the science. This is the science. 
The rest is The rest is 

engineering!engineering!



Positron

Radioactive  
Isotope

Electron

A positron (the anti-matter 
of an electron) emitted from 
radioactive isotope collides 
with an electron



Positron

Isotope

Electron

Gamma rays are generated 
from the collision 

Gamma ray

Gamma ray



Positron

Isotope

Electron

These gamma rays are counted by 
gamma detectors

Gamma ray

Gamma ray

Gamma detector

Gamma detector



A circular arrangement of gamma detector array 
allows reconstruction of a thin slice of PET image



ColderColder

How to understand the How to understand the 
“extremely cold“extremely cold--world”?world”?





SuperconductivitySuperconductivity



Leon Cooper, John Bardeen, Robert Leon Cooper, John Bardeen, Robert 
SchriefferSchrieffer



The Nobel Prize in Physics The Nobel Prize in Physics 
19721972

"for their jointly developed theory of "for their jointly developed theory of 
superconductivity, usually called the superconductivity, usually called the 

BCSBCS--theory"theory"



Based on Based on 
quantum quantum 

mechanical mechanical 
principle, BCS principle, BCS 

developed a developed a 
monumental monumental 

theory of theory of 
superconductivitysuperconductivity



Super conducting magnetSuper conducting magnet

• A donut shaped vacuum 
vessel that houses the super 
conducting wire windings 
and the liquid helium,

• Highly homogeneous field
• High field stability,
• Field “shimming” is 

required in multiple stages,
• Strips on the bore are shim 

rails



Aurora dedicated Aurora dedicated 
Breast Imaging MRIBreast Imaging MRI



Breast MRI CAD displayBreast MRI CAD display



TSPM

PET Scanner

RF Coil



SNM press releaseSNM press release



Faster Faster 
communicationscommunications



2020thth century:  century:  
ElectronicsElectronics

2121stst century:  century:  
InfotronicsInfotronics



Spanish Flu Spanish Flu 
(1918(1918––1920)1920)



InfotronicsInfotronics

ComputingComputing

NetworkingNetworking

StorageStorage



Inventors of the Computer Inventors of the Computer –– John John 
MauchlyMauchly and and PresperPresper Eckert (based Eckert (based 

on vacuum tube technology)on vacuum tube technology)



The ENIACThe ENIAC
19491949



Murray Hill Murray Hill –– Bell Bell 
LaboratoriesLaboratories

Based on quantum Based on quantum 
mechanical principles, mechanical principles, 

discovered semidiscovered semi--conductorsconductors



William Shockley, John Bardeen, William Shockley, John Bardeen, 
Walter Houser Brattain Walter Houser Brattain 



The Nobel Prize in Physics The Nobel Prize in Physics 
19561956

"for their researches on "for their researches on 
semiconductors and their semiconductors and their 
discovery of the transistor discovery of the transistor 

effect"effect"



ENIAC CapabilitiesENIAC Capabilities

• 360 floating points operations per second 
(FLOPS) as oppose to what computers can do 
today which 1 petaflop (1 petaflop is 
1,000,000,000,000,000 flops)

• 3000 bytes (as oppose to today’s petabytes 
which is 1,000,000,000,000,000 bytes)



• 1954 IBM704 12K flops 32KBytes
• 1976 Cray-1 50M flops 8MBytes
• 1991 Intel-P 10G glops
• 2009 天河 1.2P flops

Computers with semiComputers with semi--
conductor chipsconductor chips



NetworkNetwork

• Modem 14.4 Kbits/s
• T1 1.5 Mbits/s
• OC12 622 Mbits/s
• OC48 2.5 Gbits/s
• …..





Today’s internet mapToday’s internet map

Asia Pacific - Red
Europe/Middle East/Central Asia/Africa -
Green
North America - Blue
Latin American and Caribbean - Yellow
RFC1918 IP Addresses - Cyan
Unknown - White



Data StorageData Storage

• Standard Floppy diskette 1.44Mb
• Iomega Zip disk 100Mb
• Standard CD-ROM 600Mb
• 2 GB Disk 2Gb
• Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center 200 Tb
• Petabytes





Applications of InfotronicsApplications of Infotronics

• Data mining

• Telemedicine (health monitoring and disease 
prevention) and bringing high quality medical 
care and treatment “virtually”

• Real-time accurate information transformation 
in triage and crisis mode: New age of infectious 
diseases control and mitigation



What is the lesson here?What is the lesson here?

No basic science (quantum No basic science (quantum 
mechanics,) none of the mechanics,) none of the 

technological (translational) technological (translational) 
advances in the 20advances in the 20thth century would century would 

not happen!not happen!



“In order to do translational “In order to do translational 
research, you must have something research, you must have something 

to translate with!...”to translate with!...”

Martin Martin ChelfieChelfie, Nobel , Nobel lauratelaurate 20082008



What about the What about the 
2121stst century?century?



Problems such as a large percentage Problems such as a large percentage 
of human population does not have of human population does not have 

the three fundamental grids of the three fundamental grids of 
modern living…modern living…



Electric gridElectric grid Water gridWater grid

Sewage gridSewage grid



…or lack of water..…or lack of water..



..or lack of energy..or lack of energy



..Global warming…..Global warming…



..and poverty and ..and poverty and 
ignorance..ignorance..



..and disease…..and disease…



…and human …and human 
hatred…hatred…



To tools to solve these Globally To tools to solve these Globally 
challenging problems are not just challenging problems are not just 
dependent on basic science and dependent on basic science and 

technology, which technology, which they must, but they must, but 
also in understanding human also in understanding human 
behaviors, public policies and behaviors, public policies and 

political courage.political courage.



Recognition of the Recognition of the 
fundamental importance fundamental importance 

of public policy of the of public policy of the 
development of development of 

knowledge!knowledge!





“As a discipline it seeks to offer answers 
to fundamental questions such as how 

best to mobilize and allocate public 
resources, organize and coordinate 
public organizations, formulate and 

implement effective public policies, and 
provide quality public services.”

Dr. Xue Lan (薛澜)
Dean of the School of Public Policy 

and Management of Tsinghua
University (Beijing)



Science and technology without Science and technology without 
public policies is….public policies is….



Charles DickensCharles Dickens
1812 1812 -- 18701870



A Tale of Two A Tale of Two 
CitiesCities



“It was the best of times, it was the worst of “It was the best of times, it was the worst of 
times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age 
of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of 

Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the 
spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we 

had everything before us, we had nothing had everything before us, we had nothing 
before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, 

we were all going direct the other waywe were all going direct the other way----in in 
short, the period was so far like the present short, the period was so far like the present 
period, that some of its noisiest authorities period, that some of its noisiest authorities 

insisted on its being received, for good or for insisted on its being received, for good or for 
evil, in the superlative degree of comparison evil, in the superlative degree of comparison 

only.only.””



Thank you Mr. Thank you Mr. 
Dickens for writing Dickens for writing 

about our era in about our era in 
such vivid terms!such vivid terms!


